KOKO NI SACHI ARI

[G/ C/] [G/ Em/] [C/ D/] [G///]

G/2 Bm/2 C/2 D/4 G/4
ARASHI MO FUKEBAME MO FURU
G/Bm/2 C/4 G/2 D/2 G/4
ONNA NO MICHI YO NAZE KEWASHI
G/2 Bm/2 C/4 Am/4 Bm/4
KIMI O TAYORI NI WATASHI WA IKIRU
G/2 C/2 G/2 Em/2 C/4 D/4 G/4 [G///]
KOKO NI SACHI A--RI A-OI SO-RA

G/2 Bm/2 C/2
HERE, OH HERE IS HAPPINESS
G/2 D/2 G/4
WHEN I CAN BE CLOSE TO YOU
G/2 Bm/2 C/4
IN THE WARMTH OF YOUR CARESS
G/2 D/2 G/4
I'M HAPPY HERE WITH YOU
G/2 Bm/2 C/4 Am/4
PLEASE SAY YOU'LL NEVER LEAVE ME

Bm
I KNOW THAT IT WOULD BREAK MY HEART
G/2 C/2 G/2 Em/2
I WANT TO BE NEAR YOU AL--WAYS
C/2 D/2 G
[G///]
FOR HERE, OH HERE IS HAPPINESS

G Bm C G D G/4
INOCHI NO KAGIRI YOBIKAKERU
G/2 Bm/2 C/2 G/2 D/2 G/4
KODAMA NO HATE NI MATSU WA DARE
G/2 Bm/2 C/4 Am/4 Bm/4
KIMI NI YORISOI AKARUKU AOGU
G/2 C/2 G/4 Em C D G
KOKO NI SACHI A--RI SHIROI KUMO

G C G Em C D G
[K///] [G///] G
KOKO NI SACHI A--RI FOR HERE OH HERE IS HAPPINESS